Manual Transmission Eurovan
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First Things First, The VW Eurovan

Introduced in 1993, the VW Eurovan (T4) A
5-speed manual transmission was standard, with a 3-speed automatic optional.


TRANSMISSION - MANUAL. Picture. NEW Factory OEM 5-Speed Manual Transmission Fits T4 Eurovan 1992-1995 $3995. This is a good working Automatic Transmission Removed from a running 2000 Model Eurovan due to a Diesel Engine/Manual Transmission Conversion. If you run premium fuel in your Eurovan, you will get better gas mileage. A 5-speed manual transmission was standard, with a 3-speed automatic optional.

This is a rare ONE OWNER VW Eurovan camper with pop top and full kitchen and 5 speed.


Volkswagen Eurovans can range between 16-23 mpg and the Vanagons
are about the same. Are your campervans automatic or manual transmission?

It's a 5 speed manual transmission. All gas VW campers came with an automatic transmission that has been notoriously problematic. Please call or email. This is the rear Eurovan Transmission Mount on my 1999 Rialta HD. VW A4: Driver Door. This is a rare VW Eurovan camper with poptop and full kitchen and 5 speed manual transmission! 5 speed manuals were only available in 1995 in the Eurovan.

We only provide premium quality OEM Volkswagen (VW) EuroVan Pedals and Accelerator cable accelerator pedal for automatic transmission for manual. Volkswagen Cabrio EuroVan Transmission Oil Cooler OEM MODINE TMZ Gear Stick Manual Transmission Shifter Silver w Yellow LED Shift Knob T2 Second owner – This Eurovan Camper has been purchased in Denver in September 1994 by the first owner. 2.5L - 5 cylinder with manual transmission – gasoline engine.
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